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Abstract
A theoretical investigation of the surface currents excited by
plane electromagnetic (EM) and electrokinetic (EK) waves on a metal
cylinder immersed in a uniform, collisionless isotropic plasma is des-
cribed. The formulation is based on a linearized treatment which proceeds
from velocity moments of the Boltzmann equation for electrons together
with Maxwell's equations. The sheath which forms about the cylinder,
assumed to be at floating potential, is represented by two models, both
of which take the sheath to be of finite thickness and the plasma outside
the sheath to be uniform. In the first model, the sheath is approximated
by a free-space layer called the vacuum sheath. Analytic solutions are
given for the fields, for an arbitrary angle of wave incidence. It is found
from the numerical calculations that the vacuum sheath tends to screen the
EK wave from the cylinder, and produces a large attenuation of the surface
currents excited by the FK wave. The sheath and t_K wave are found on
the other hand to negligibly affect the currents excited by the EM wave.
In the second, the inhomogeneous sheath model, the actual sheath
is included in the formulation. Some results of numerical calculations
carried out for normal wave incidence are presented. The effects of vary-
ing the sheath thickness and static potential are examined. In addition,
numerical calculations are performed assuming either complete reflection
or absorption of the electrons at the cylinder surface. It is found that the
surface currents for }_K wave incidence are substantially in agreement
with results obtained from the vacuum sheath model. In particular, the
inhomogeneous sheath model which was used has the effect of decreasing
ix
the currents excited by the EK wave compared with the case where the
plasma is uniform everywhere. For EM wave incidence on the other
hand, the surface currents are found to be negligibly affected, both by
the inhomogeneous sheath and plasma compressibility.
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EXCITATION OF SURFACE CURRENTS ON A PLASMA-IMMERSED
CYLINDER BY ELECTROMAGNETIC AND ELECTROKINETIC WAVES
I. The Vacuum Sheath
I. 1 Introduction
Considerable attention has been devoted in recent years to the
influence of plasma compressibility on electromagnetic (EM) fields in a
plasma. The usual method of accounting for the plasma compressibility
is to introduce a scalar pressure term for the electrons in the electron
equation of motion. The effect of this term for the uniform plasma, as
was shown by Field (1956), is to introduce a longitudinal electron pressure
wave, which we will refer to as the electrokinetic (EK) wave. This name
was introduced by Hok {1958) since the energy in the wave is shared be-
tween the electric field due to charge separation and the kinetic energy
of the electrons.
Small amplitude EM and EK waves can be shown to propagate inde-
pendently in a uniform plasma, but they are coupled by plasma inhomogeneity,
boundary effects, magnetic fields and non-linear effects. The coupling of
these waves is of interest in such diverse studies as astrophysics, radar
and antennas. Radio waves emitted by stars have been attributed to EK
waves converted to EM radiation in the outer regions of the star. Studies
relating to this aspect of the problem have been performed by Field (1956),
Kritz and Mintzer (1960), and Tidman and Boyd (1962).
The influence of the t_K wave on the scattering and radiating
properties of plasma-immersed bodies has also been rather extensively
investigated. Cohen (1962}, Hessel and Shmoys {1962}, Wait {1964a,
1964b, 1965a) and Seshadri {1965a, 1965b} have looked into the radiation
problem, while Cohen {1962}, Yildiz {1963}, Seshadri et. al. {1964} and
Wait {1965b} have explored the scattering problem. Parker et. al. (1964}
have analyzed a related problem, the scattering of EM waves from a
cylinder of plasma in free space. Results obtained so far indicate that
the impedance of a filamentary current source in the plasma will be
dominated by the effect of the EK wave, but it is unsafe to extrapolate this
result to the case of a physical antenna in the plasma, This is due to the
fact the antenna boundary and sheath effects are ignored in the current
filament analysis. Recent analyses due to Wait (1965a} and Seshadri {1965b}
indicate that an antenna more than a few electron Debye lengths in diameter
is much less affected by the plasma compressibility. A similar result
was obtained by Seshadri (1965a} for current filament located in a cylin-
drical column of insulation surrounded by an infinite, uniform, compressible
plasma.
The present study is concerned with the scattering properties of
a plasma-immersed obstacle for plane E M and EK waves, taking into
account the sheath which forms about an object immersed in a plasma.
In particular, we will investigate the surface currents excited by the
incident waves on an infinitely-long, perfectly-conducting, circular metal
cylinder. There are two reasons for this interest in the currents.
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{i} we wish to determine the feasability of detecting the presence of the
EK wave in a plasma by a measurement of the surface currents it may
excite on such a cylinder; and (2} it is of interest to establish the effect
of the plasma compressibility and sheath on the currents excited by the
EM wave. This investigation will involve examining the contribution to
the surface currents excited by the EK wave of both the cylinder surface
and sheath-uniform plasma interface (boundary coupling}, and the inhomo-
geneous sheath (inhomogeneity coupling}.
It is assumed in the analysis that the cylinder is drawing zero
net current from the plasma, so that the sheath is a region with_a
deficiency of electrons. In Part I of this report, the actual sheath is
replaced by a free space layer, which we call the vacuum sheath model.
In Part II, the actual inhomogeneous sheath will be accounted for. In
both cases, the sheath is taken to extend only a finite distance from the
cylinder surface and the plasma outside the sheath region is considered
to be uniform. A summary of extensive numerical results will be pre-
sented relating to the surface currents excited on the cylinder by the
EM and EK waves.
The incorporation of a free-space layer or vacuum sheath in place
of the real physical sheath is a rough physical approximation, primarily
because the coupling effect of the sheath inhomogeneity is ignored. However,
there are some important advantages to be gained from the vacuum sheath
analysis. First, the solution obtained from the vacuum sheath analysis
can be used to serve as a numerical check on the results obtained from
the inhomogeneous sheath analysis. Second, if a comparison of the results
obtained from the two models shows them to be in approximate agreement,
a wider range of parameter variation can be studied using the vacuum
sheath analysis, since its numerical solution requires considerably less
computer time. Third, we should be able to infer the relative importance
of the sheath innomogeneity and boundary coupling from a comparison of
results obtained with the two models.
I. 2. Formulation
We take the plasma to be infinite in extent, and to consist of
positive ions, electrons and neutrals. It is of uniform temperature
throughout, and only slightly ionized, with the electrons and ions present
in equal numbers on the average when the plasma is uniform. Electron
collisions are ignored and the ions are neglected insofar as their effect
on the collective plasma oscillations is concerned.
Upon taking velocity moments of the collisionless Boltzmann
equation to second order in velocity, setting the heat flux tensor equal to
zero and assuming a scalar electron pressure, there is obtained
_+ v • (n_) = o
5t
_m(_--+,_- v)_ = -er_ -
_t
(i)
vP , (e)
m and -e are the electron mass and charge, and n and v are the macro-
scopic electron number density and vleocity. E is the electric field in the
plasma and P is the electron pressure. In obtaining (1} and {2) we l_ave
neglected magnetic and gravitational force effects on the electrons. We
also require Maxwell's equations, which are:
4
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v x _ = -_o_H (3)
V x H = c o _'E - env (4)
where Coand _oare the permittivity and permeability of free space
and H is the total magnetic field.
This set of equations is completed by introducing a relationship
between the electron pressure and electron number density. The non-
time varying or static pressure is taken to be related to the number
density by
P = nkT
where T is the electron temperature and k is Boltzmann's constant. When
the electron velocity distribution function is Maxwellian, as is assumed
here, then
T = mV2r/3
where v r is the electron root-mean-square velocity. For the time varying
or dynamic pressure, we take, with subscript 1 denoting a dynamic quantity,
P1 = _T_T
where 7 is the ratio of the specific heats, and for one-dimensional adia-
batic compression, _ = 3. It may be noted here that ignoring the dynamic
plasma compressibility is equivalent to having 7 = 0.
The final approximation which we introduce is the usual one of
linearizing {1) to {4) by dividing the macroscopic variables into static
and dynamic parts, where products in the dynamic terms may be neglected.
We thus use the following scheme to linearize (1} to (4),
n : n o + n 1 (5a)
F : E1 (sb)
H = _i (5c)
v : vI (Sd)
where the subscript o denotes a static quantity and 1 denotes a dynamic
quantity. Note that the inhomogeneous sheath analysis will require static
electric field and static electron velocity terms in addition to those cor-
responding dynamic terms of (5), in the inhomogeneous sheath itself. Out-
side the sheath in the uniform plasma, the same equations apply in the
vacuum sheath and inhomogeneous sheath analyses. Upon using (5) in
(1) to (4), we obtain with a harmonic time dependence e i_t,
lenl + V "(no Vl) = 0 (6)
_ + 2
lenoVl = -(elm)noEl - Vr Vnl (7)
v x El : -±_o_H1 (8)
V'E 1 : -enl/% (9)
V x H I = ia)eO E 1 - en o v I (i0)
Following Field (1958), we can decompose the total electric field
and the average electron velocity into solenoidal and irrotational parts,
denoted respectively by the subscripts E and P, as
E 1 = F E + Ep
-> -> ->
Vl = vE + Vp
6
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It is easy to show that
(V2 + = 0
2+
(v2 + K_)_,p-- o
where E E represents the usual EM wave electric field and Ep
wave electric field. K E and Kp are given by
KE = KEo c_ r
Kp = KE v_/v r
_r = 1 - N2
: e2no/(Co_)
(il)
(12)
the EK
is the velocity of light in free space, and KEo is the free spacev_
EM plane wave propagation constant.
It is instructive to rewrite (11) and (12) as
$ _)_( + = 0 (13)
(V2 + _)n I = 0 (14)
These forms for (ii) and (12} emphasize the independence of the magnetic
field H 1, associated with the EM wave, and the dynamic electron density
n 1, associated with the EK wave, in a uniform plasma. When there are
inhomogeneities in the plasma such as temperature or density, then (13)
and (14) no longer hold, and instead variations in H 1 and n 1 are coupled.
Note also, that the wavelengths of the EM and EK waves at the same fre-
quency are in the ratio (v! /Vr), a result which leads to some interesting
consequences which will be discussed below.
7
We are now in a position to complete the specification of the
boundary value problem for the analysis of the vacuum sheath. The
infinitely-long, circular cylinder is oriented with its axis coincident with
the z-axis of a cylindrical coordinate system ( p, qD, z). The cylinder
radius is denoted by c, and the concentric free-space layer which forms
the vacuum sheath has the radius s at the vacuum sheath-uniform plasma
interface (plasma interface) . A uniform plasma is taken to exist in the
regionp>s. Equations (13} and (14) serve to describe wave propagation
in the uniform plasma outside the vacuum sheath, while only (13) is required
(with _ = 0} in the vacuum sheath since the EK wave cannot propagate there.
P
The incident plane wave fields of the E.M or EK wave type can be
generated from a potential, which is in the cylindrical coordinate system,
n::_
i i ei_Zei_O¢Os_ iei_Z _ in -in@Jn(h p) (15)*_ = V_ = V_ e _
where V i is the amplitude, q0- 0 defines the front of the cylinder as
viewed by the incident plane wave, and
= K_ cos@ l
X_ = K_ sin@ i = _K 2_ _ _2
where K is the propagation constant of the incident wave, and @i is the
angle of incidence measured from the positive z-axis.
p, e and m respectively indicated above by dashes on X
If the subscripts
, V I, K, and *
denote quantities associated with the EK wave and the transverse electric
(E z z
then the incident electric fields are obtained from
= 0) and transverse magnetic (H = 0) polarizations of the EM waves,
÷ i
Ep = V*p (16)
+ iA
Ee : V x (*e z) (17)
+ 1 • ^
Em = _EE V x V x (,1[az) (18)
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The field quantities produced by the scattering of the incident
wave can be similarly generated from potentials given by
n=_
- _ _ (1,2) -ins¢ = ei_z A H (h p) e
- n-- n -
where n=-_ (19)
__ :_K 2_. _2
I K = Kp
I
I
I
I
I
for the scattered EK fields, while K_ = K E for the EM fields in
the plasma and K_ = KEo for the EM fields in the vacuum sheath. The
subscript on k and ¢ indicates the mode type, in accordance with K_.
Hankel functions of the first and second kind are used respectively for
inward and outward traveling fields in the radial direction. The super-
scripts S, T, and R will be used respectively to denote fields scattered at
the plasma interface, those transmitted through the sheath to the cylinder
and those reflected at the cylinder surface. The subscripts on the Fourier
coefficients An_ - denote in order, the mode number, the incident wave
type and the mode type produced by the incident wave.
I
I
I
A solution to the problem now requires that all the Fourier co-
efficients A- be found for each kind of incident wave. Since there are
n--
seven An__'s for a given incident wave type, seven boundary conditions
are needed to complete the boundary value problem for the vacuum sheath.
In accordance with other analyses of EM and EK wave propagation (Wait,
I
I
I
1964b and Seshadri et. al, 1964) and others we require continuity of the
tangential electric and magnetic fields at the plasma interface, and van-
ishing of the tangential electric field on the cylinder surface, which gives
six scalar boundary conditions.
The one remaining boundary condition is generally taken to involve
the electron motion at the plasma boundary, in this case, the plasma inter-
face. Wait (1964b), for the case of vacuum sheath enclosing the spherical
dipole antenna, used the condition that the normal electron velocity vanish
at the plasma interface. This same condition has been employed by Hessel
et. al. (1962), Yildiz (1963), and Seshadri (1965a, 1965b). Cohen (1962)
on the other hand, proposed a boundary condition on the normal electron
velocity at a metal surface which relates it to the electric field and elect-
ron number density, as
A +
p • v I
--_A_ "_i+ YBnl (20)
YA and YB are surface admittances relating the electron velocity, number
density and electric field. Thus we see that the usual c_ndition taking the
normal electron velocity to vanish is equivalent to having both YA and YB
zero, for the interface at which (20) is applied. It should be noted that
the usual boundary condition used in acoustics is a relationship between
velocity and pressure alone, through the surface admittance YB" An im-
penetrable boundary is characterized by YB = 0 (this will be called the hard
boundary) and a completely permeable boundary by YB = co (this is called
the soft boundary).
Because the numerical computations which are required to evaluate
the quantities of interest in this study are quite lengthy, and for want of a
meaningful way to specify YA (Cohen, 1962), we choose to set YA _ 0 here.
Further, we restrict the value of YB to either zero or infinity, so that both
the hard and soft boundaries are investigated, but no consideration is given
to boundaries with surface admittances between these two extremes. It is
10
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obvious that this choice for YB is on firmer physical grounds when the
vacuum sheath is of zero thickness, (the sheathless case), since then there
is a real physical boundary in contact with tne uniform plasma, which is
not the case for non-zero sheath thickness.
The boundary conditions may be summarized as
= s: _ x [(_1)plasma - (_l)sheath] = 0 (21a)
0 x [(Hl)plasma - (Hl)sheath] = 0 (211))
A +
O " (V l)plasma = 0 or (nl)plasma = 0 (21c)
A +
p = ¢: p x (El)_he_th= 0 (21d)
where the subscripts plasma and sheath refer to field quantities evaluated
in the uniform plasma and vacuum sheath respectively.
Upon application of the boundary conditions for the hard boundary,
there is obtained for the determination of the Fourier coefficients, the
following set of equations.
S
A
n-p
S
An_m
AS
ll-e
A T
rl-m
AT
II-e
A R
II-m
R
An -e
2
_iBSp . (h E/K E)Sm
(i_/s)Sp- (_/_s)Sm + s_
(IA)Sm- (_=/_2=)se
- I/N 2 S_ - (i_/KE)S m+(in/s)Se
0
0
(22)
1]_
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to p ,
i in
sp = vp Jn(_ps)
i in
Sm = Vm Jn (XEs)
i in
Se = Ve Jn (hEs)
v
v= _"
0 0 0 0 0 0
i
v
%-
, , _ro _1 J
m
o
v
0
"_=_ _=_o o o
v _S _._. m o
o
._ v v
v_: _
0 o _l_ _-_
, , _j_ _°1j
?J _ v
_ _ v
o v c_ v_ v_=
_, v_ = o
v_ _ _Z_
_ _ .v
_1__ _1_ _' _
m v
v_
.-j
.&-
-v
%
v_
.o_
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(_)
(_'o)
(_e)
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When the soft boundary condition is considered, then the fifth rows of
and the source vector on the right hand side of (22) are replaced by
A5, A5,7 --H_2) (_pS), .. ,i .... O, • 0
S5 = - Sp
(25a)
(25b)
It is evident that there is no coupling of EK to EM waves (or vice versa}
when the soft boundary condition is used. Subsequent discussion is con-
sequently limited, for EK wave incidence, to the hard boundary only•
Note that the boundary conditions at the plasma interface (0 =s)
lead to the requirement that the scattered, transmitted and reflected fields
exhibit the same z-direction variation, so that for an incident I_,K wave,
there is explicitly obtained.
Xp = Kp sin @± (26a)
= KE /1 - (vt/Vr)2 cos2® i (261o)
_,o -- %_ _- (v_/_r)2(1-_2)oos2el (26°)
_10-3v_ we observe that kEo and _ESince for a typical plasma, v r
become imaginary for _ slightly different from normal, and the E]VI fields
produced by the EK wave are evanescent in the radial direction. We also
observe that h E becomes imaginary before kEo as e i is decreased from
normal, so that there can exist trapped waves in the vacuum sheath for
a small range of e i. For T = 104 OK, a typical value for a laboratory
plasma, h E becomes imaginary for el< 89.87 °. When the Hankel function
arguments become imaginary, then
13
_ n+l
n
2 in-iH(1)(-iz) 2(-i) n In(Z) + ) (27b)n - _ _(
and K are modified Bessel Functions and the -square root iswhere I n n
used to ensure the proper behavior of the fields as p + o9.
When the incident EM wave is considered, then
hp : Kp 71 - (Vr/V£)2cos2@ i (28a)
x_. : Ks ._i_ ei (2_)
x_,o : Kso_z - (z-_2)cos2e± (28c)
In this case, it is observed that h p _ Kp for all @ i, and there is no
possibility for the excitation of evanescent waves.
A solution for the Fourier coefficients of the various scattered,
transmitted and reflected fields is tedious, but straightforward. We in-
clude here only expressions for A S A R and A R The others can
n-p' n-m' n-e"
be obtained from the expressions given in appendix A.
The three sets of coefficients obtained for each of the three types
of incident wave, the EK wave and the transverse electric (TE wave) and
transverse magnetic (or TM wave) polarizations of the EM wave, are given
below. For purpose of shortening these expressions, the following abbre-
viations are used.
w(o,_) = H(_)(_°)_(2l(_oS)-H(_)(__' _ -X_,o_)_?)(_o_) (29_)
W(c%s) = H[nl)t_oC)H(n2)(hEoS)-il)(_oS)H(n2)ihEoC)-- (29b)
ho °)_( (n H(2)W(c,s') = H(1)( 2)(hE°S)-H 1)'(XEoS) n (hEoC) (29c)
n n
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(2)(_,,.s)
Hp = Hn
Jp = Jn(Xps)
& = H(2)(Xss)
The determinant D of the matrix A can then be written
n
i w(D = i ) HEw(o',_) oHp
n HEo H_o HE H_ r
-(,,-_1_ ,s vT" . Eo__XE3
L_ erKEo
W(c,s') (fB2Hp&
+
k__pp AP _o )] }N2 xE HE H_) N2 _o _ % w(o,_
c,s)
where the prime denotes differentiation now with respect to
argument.
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(3Oa)
(3oh)
(3Oc)
(3od)
The Fourier coefficients A S A R and A R
n-p" n-m' n-e
Incident EK wave -
are:
n npp HEO HE O
) _ 2 hPHE/HE i] (_Eo)2i W(c,s Jp-( ) J_ W(c#s +% K_'°_rhE3 %%o%
R
Dn Anpm
D A R -
n npe
W(c,s' )
W(c,s' ) Jp w(c'_s')
H_ q hp _o
-h_o _ w(c;s)]+ -_ K_-7 j_ hEHE\er--_ W(c,s') (32a)
-hEow(o,_)w(0, ,s') XEo W(c',s) -- W(c,s )-h EO
hE er _E
26invpi
2 '
_sN HEo
(32b)
2KEo n in v i _hEo HE )_
P , W(c,s') - W(c,s (32c)
(Ns) 2 _ HEo L_EE H_,
S
Dn A
nmp
R
D A
n nmnl
Incident TM wave -
2#invm i
s _EKE l {(_#)2 l_!__w(c,,s)W(c,s)H_,o%,o_, _rK_,o
+
2
(hEohE)
KEo 6r
w(o,_,)[ %0 % w(c,_)]}W( e' , s' ) hE HE
i
2in+l Vm i
!
_ H_oH_ E r
(33a)
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D
n
+
R
A
nme
N2 Ks ,s') ;_,
n+l {h E
= _ 2_nl Vim
_s_,o_ ,, o
_EOH_HEW(o',s)]_}
KEo Hp W(c,s')
_-_ KE--__P (33c)
Incident TE wave -
D n
D
n
D
n
S
A
ne p
AR
nem
R
A
nee
2hE3oni n ive W(c',s)
2 }_T v
_ _,_o_ Eho_o
h
;_,o H_,W(_,s)](34_)
28n in+!ve i
s_E rHEHE _o
W( c' ,s) p HE (34b)
W(c,s') E_ 2 Hp
%P HE _" Z--P erW( c,s)H' (34c)+ 7 _ _ -_,o
It is interesting to observe that the TM field components decouple
from the TE and EK components for normal incidence, as has been previ-
ously pointed out by Seshadri et. el. (1964) and Wait (1965b). The expressions
obtained for the Fourier coefficients for TF and TM wave incident may be
specialized to the situation where the plasma compressibility is neglected,
insofar as the F K wave is concerned, by setting terms not involving %
P
17
in these expressions equal to zero. This is equivalent to ignoring the
dynamic electron pressure variations in the plasma, or as was mentioned
previously, to 7 = 0. The same result is obtained by use of the soft bound-
ary condition, since there is then no coupling from the EM to EK waves,
and the incident EM wave does not see the plasma compressibility. Note
that this neglect of the dynamic plasma compressibility is not the same
as the cold plasma limit, where T * 0, as long as a sheath effect is taken
into account, since a sheath does not form when in the limit T -_ 0.
The surface currents excited by the incident wave are obtained from
n-_oo
n-e + )"Eo An_m
- _oX_,ono__ _+,o HEo
(35a)
n::oo
AR
K(_¢) _ 4 %Eo eiSz I e-the n-e
C KEono n=-oo _O
(35b)
where the dash subscript indicates the kind of incident wave. Due to the
behavior of the Fourier coefficients with a change in sign of the mode number
n, the currents can be shown to depend upon _ as
rl=co
K(_) K(_') K(0) _ oos n0
p ' m ' e (z n--_ ( )n
K(O) K(O) K(z) (Z ( ) sin nOp ' m ' e n
11=i
It is interesting to note that the TM and EK induced currents exhibit the
same symmetry on q) , a reasonable result since the electric fields of each
lie in the plane of incidence.
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I. 3. Numerical Results
The surface currents were obtained in phase and magnitude as a
function of azimuthal angle _ for the following values of the parameters:
Incident wave frequency
Electron temperature
Ratio of plasma frequency
: f = 1 Gc/s
: T = 104 OK
to incident wave frequency: N = 0.7 to 0.99
Angle of incidence
Cylinder radius
Sheath thickness
9 i: = 0.05 to 0.5_
: c = 0.005 to 1.0 cm
:X=s-c= 0 to 20 electron Debye lengths
This choice for the parameter values was determined in part by a
knowledge of typical values for a laboratory plasma, in anticipation of a
possible experiment, and partly by practical considerations involved in per-
forming the calculations and displaying the results. For example, with
'_ -i
N = 0.7, i.e. fp = 700 Mc/s, Kp = 66.5 cm , so that withc=l cm on the
order of i00 tems were required to sum the Fourier series for the current
excited by the FK wave. While this summation can be carried out with
reasonable accuracy, the current fluctuates so rapidly with changing azi-
muthal anglecp that it cannot be plotted on 8½ by ii inch graph paper. Thus,
the graphs which present the current magnitude as a function of _ are for
c = 0.2 cm only. In addition, since the current magnitude is symmetric
about ¢p= 0 degrees (the front of the cylinder) and q)= 180 degrees, results
are shown for %o= 0 to 180 degrees only. The current phase is not shown;
it was found that rapid changes in phase were associated with minima in
the current magnitude.
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The sheath thickness was varied between 0 and 20 electron Debye
lengths (0 to 0. 177 cm) since some theoretical studies by Self (1963),
Parker (1963) and Laframbois (1964) for various geometries indicate that
charge neutrality is obtained to within a few percent to i0 at 20 electron
Debye lengths from a bounding surface of the plasma. The representation
of the real inhomogeneous sheath by an equivalent vacuum sheath of the
thickness used is thus suggested. The sheath thickness s-c, in units of
the electron Debye length (Dl), is given by X. Note that Dl = Vr/ (_/-3 0_p)
The current magnitude on the vertical axis of the graph is amperes/cm.
The most interesting and significant results obtained for the sur-
face currents from the calculations performed are shown below, first for
EK wave incidence, and then EM wave incidence, for V i = 1. When subse-
quently, the currents excited by the two kinds of waves are compared, then
V i will be so chosen as to make the power flow densities in the incident plane
waves equal. A more detailed presentation of the condensed results, which
follow is given by Miller (1965). There are also included in Appendix C
additional graphs of surface current excited by the EM and EK waves for the
vacuum sheath model, which supplement the following discussion.
I. 3. 1 Incident EK wave
The magnitude of the ¢p -component of current excited by the F.K
K (),wave, _ is shown in figure i for N = 0.7, 0i = _/4, c = 0.2 cm and with
P
X, the sheath thickness in electron Debye lengths, a parameter. It is obvious
that the sheath has a very strong influence over the current. Both its magni-
tude, and to a less extent its fluctuation as a function of q), are decreased with
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increasing sheath thickness. This attenuation by the sheath of the surface
current excited by the F K wave is due to the fact that when e i = _/4,
radially evanescent EM fields are excited at the plasma interface by the F K
wave, as discussed above. As a result, the fields at the cylinder surface,
and hence the currents excited there, are attenuated compared with those
for the sheathless case. Since the z-component of current exhibits the same
general characteristics as the q_ -component, it is not shown here.
When the maximum value of the current magnitude as a function of
q_ (this will be referred to as the maximum current magnitude) was observed
for several values of the sheath thickness and angles of incidence, it was
found to be an exponentially decreasing function of the sheath thickness, with
a scale factor dependent upon the angle of incidence. The attenuation is a
minimum at _i = _/2; at this angle, the EM fields produced by the EK wave
are radially propagating.
A summation of the first few terms in the Fourier series for the
current K (q_) shows that the sheath attenuation A is proportional to
P r s
A _ exp [- ¢I-N 2 Oi ]
s cos X  (_/3N) (36)
for @i _<85o, X _ 2 and c>_ 0. 1 cm. This expression is in approximate
agreement with the curves of figure i, as well as with other results pre-
sented in Appendix C. We observe that the attenuating effect of the sheath
is dependent upon the sheath thickness measured in terms of the incident
planewave EK wavelength in the direction of incidence.
In figures 2 and 3 are presented the maximum current magnitudes
for both the and z-components of the current as a function of N and c re-
spectively, with 8 i = /4, X = 0 and 10. It may be observed that the
21
Figure 1. The magnitude of /_) as a function of azimuthal angle _ for the
angle of incidence ei = _/4 and the sheath thickness X in Debye lengths a para-
meter.
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attenuating effect of the sheath is much more sensitive to variations in
N than to variations in c. There is a general decrease in the maximum
current magnitude with increasing N for the sheathless case, but no
similar trend is observed when c is varied. When N approaches unity,
the attentuation of the surface currents due to the sheath becomes small,
in accordance with the expression for the sheath attenuation given by (36).
In addition we note that when X = 10, the current reaches a maximum value
when N is approximately 0.95.
There was found to be a regular decrease in the maximum current
magnitudes for the cases X = 0 and X = 10 as @ i was decreased from about
89 ° to 9 °. However, a peaking in the z-component of current was observed
as @ i decreased from 90 ° to the angle where the scattered EM fields in the
plasma become evanescent, i.e. _ /2-@ i _ Vr/V _ The increase in the
current magnitude for X = 0 was 2 to 3 orders of magnitude over the current
values on either side of the peak. The peak is about 0.1 ° wide at the points
where the current falls to 0. 1 of its maximum value.
I. 3.2 Incident EM Wave
:Since the value of KEc << 1 for the parameter values primarily of
interest here, the EM wave excited currents K (£0) and K(Z)
m e vary approxi-
(z) and K ( %0) are relatively independent of q_ .mately as sin ¢p while K m e
Therefore their maximum magnitudes only are shown graphically while some
of the parameters are varied. In cases where the current maximum magni-
tudes vary in a regular way with a parameter, the results are summarized
rather than being presented graphically. Additional graphs of interest for
EM wave incidence are included in Appendix C.
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N
Figure 2. The _I u_ values of f_K_) and --_z) as a Z_mction of the plasma fre-
quency to incident wave frequency ratio N.
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Figure 3- The maximum values of CraKe.,.) and "K_z) as a function of the cylinder
radius c.
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It was found that only the currents excited by the TM wave were
for practical purposes dependent on the sheath thickness for X between
0 and 20. The z-component of current due to the TM wave, K(mz), was
found to decrease by a factor of about 3 in an exponential fashion, as X
was increased from 0 to 20, with @i=9° and c=0.2 cm. This dependence
of K (z) on X decreased with increasing @i and c; for @i larger than 45 °,
m
)
K(mz was practically independent of X. was found to be increasedK(m )
m
by a factor of about 4 as X increased from 0 to 20, independent of @i.
The currents excited by the TE wave changed less than 0.5% with X
varying from 0 to 20. Now it is well known, that there is no conversion
between the TM and TE polarizations when an F,M wave is scattered from
a perfectly conducting cylinder in free space (see Wait, 1965b). In the
present study however, both the vacuum sheath and boundary coupling to
the F,K wave at the plasma interface are mechanisms which lead to con-
version of TE to TM waves and TM to TE waves. That this is so may be
verified by observing for example, that the coefficient A R which relates
nine
the reflected TE fields to the incident TM wave, is composed to two parts,
arising from the boundary coupling _he term with W(c, s'_ andone
the other from the vacuum sheath [the term with W(c, s)] This con-
version of the incident wave polarization could be expected to have its
maximum effect on the surface currents produced when a particular com-
ponent of the current is determined by the TM or TE field alone. The only
current component which has this property is K ( q_) which is determined by
m ,
A R alone. This explains the dependence of K (q)) upon X. Since the z-
nine m
component of current is dependent upon both polarizations of the total field
26
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at the cylinder surface, it is not so sensitive to X. By way of contrast,
since there is no current component determined alone by A R as is the
nem
case of A R we would not expect the TE wave currents to be as sensitive
nme '
to the sheath thickness and plasma compressibility as are the TM wave
currents, particularly K (¢p)
m
The maximum current magnitudes were found to be monotonically
decreasing functions with increasing N. This is to be expected since the
impedance of the plasma increases as N increases, thereby decreasing the
electric and magnetic fields for a constant value of V i, and thus the currents
excited.
In figure 4, where the maximum F.M current magnitudes are plotted
as a function of c, we observe results similar to those described above
for the case of variable sheath thickness. Again, the currents due to the
TE polarization are not dependent on the varying parameter, while those
due to the TM polarization are. It is apparent also that the z-component of
the current excited by the TM wave is much less affected by the sheath,
than is the q_ -component for the range of cylinder radii presented in figure 4.
We further observe that for cylinder radii less than approximately 0.03 cm,
the sheath exhibits an attenuating effect on K (¢p), while for radii larger
m
than this, the sheath leads to larger values for K (_) than those obtained
m
in the sheathless case.
The variation of the EM excited currents with varying angle of
incidence was also examined. It was found that K (q_) and K (z) varied as
m e
singi c°sgi" K(e ¢p) was proportional to sin2@ i and K (z)m to 1/log (K E sin@i).
We may note here that the relative invariance of the currents due
27
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Figure 4. The maximum values of the current magnitudes excited by the incident
EM wave as a function of cylinder radius c.
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to the TE polarization with changing cylinder radius and sheath thickness
is a demonstration of the Born approximation. That is of course that the
total field near a scattering obstacle which is small in size in comparison
with the EM wavelength in the direction of the electric field is approximately
equal to the incident field. This is not the case for the TM polarization
however, since then the electric field has a component along the axis of
the infinitely long cylinder.
The currents for EM plane wave incidence were also calculated
for the case where the dynamic plasma compressibility is neglected (i.e.,
7 = 0, or equivalently, the soft boundary condition). Except for K ((_)
m '
they were found to be changed by less than 5 per cent from the correspond-
ing values obtained where the dynamic compressibility is taken into account,
for cylinder radii of 0. 005 cm to 60 cm (KEc _ 7 x 10 -4 to 8.4).
K ((P) presents a special situation, since as remarked above, it is
m
dependent upon the boundary coupling to the EK wave and the vacuum sheath
for its excitation; in the absence of both, it is identically zero. When the
sheath thickness X was greater than 2, K ((p) also was found to be changed
m
by less than 5 per cent when the dynamic plasma compressibility was not
accounted for. When however, X was decreased towards zero from a
value of 2, the declease in current caused by neglect of dynamic plasma
compressibility became progressively greater, reaching a factor of about
2 for X = 1 and a factor of 3 at X : 0.5. Since K ((p) is quite sensitive to
m
the sheath thickness and to a lesser extent, the boundary admittance YB'
this suggests the possibility of determining the effective values of the sheath
thickness and YB from an experimental determination of K(CPm)" It was also
29
found that for X = 0, the magnitude of K (_ } is proportional to the square
m
root of the electron temperature T (i.e. proportional to Vr}, for T less
than 104 o K. Since K (_) is the only current component very sensitive
m
to the dynamic plasma compressibility and electron temperature, and is
generally 2 or more orders of magnitude less than the other current compon-
ents caused by EM waves for a realistic range of electron temperature and
other parameter values, it appears that the sheath and dynamic plasma
compressibility may be neglected when considering the currents excited
by the EM wave on a plasma-immersed obstacle.
We may also inquire as to the effect of the dynamic plasma com-
pressibility and sheath on the fields scattered from the cylinder by an
incident FM wave. From the current results and the scattering coefficients
in Appendix A, we may infer that the scattered EM mode of the same polar-
ization as the incident wave is negligibly affected by the dynamic plasma
compressibility and sheath. The other polarization of the scattered EM
mode, as well as the scattered EK mode are obviously determined by these
two parameters. Itappears, again from a consideration of the currents,
that the scattering cross-section of the cylinder for scattering into either
the cross-polarized EM mode or the EK mode would be small compared
with that for scattering into the same polarization as the incident wave.
Hence, it appears that the scattering properties of the cylinder for EM
waves is only slightly affected by the dynamic plasma compressibility and
sheath. However, since the production of cross-polarized components may
give a practical method for measuring the importance of these effects, it
seems that a calculation of the associated scattering cross-sections may
be useful. This, however, is not taken up in this report.
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I. 3.3 Comparison of EK and EM Excited Currents
We are now in a position to determine the feasibility of detecting the
presence of the EK wave by the surface currents it produces. Since such
a measurement would likely have to be carried out in a background of E1V[
radiation, it is appropriate to compare the currents excited by both kinds
of waves. The graphical results presented above show that for incident
waves of unit potential amplitude, the EM waves generally produce cur-
rents of equal or greater magnitude than those due to the EK wave. This
result can be misleading however, since there are two considerations to be
taken into account before the comparison is meaningful. These are: (1)
the power flow density in each incident wave, and (2) the satisfying of the
linearity requirement upon which this analysis is based. The former point
is important to the relative magnitudes of the induced currents while the
latter places a limit on their absolute magnitudes in connection with a
linearized analysis.
A reasonable comparison of the currents excited by the EM and EK
waves is for equal power flow densities in the incident waves. This re-
quirement together with a Poyntings vector for the EM and EK waves
(Field 1956), leads to
i
V i = N _ VEP
where VI_' represents either vim or V i.e
104 OK, 137) reduces to
i
V i = 4.74 x 10 .2 N V E
P
137)
For an electron temperature of
(38)
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I
I
Thus, in order to compare the currents for EK wave incidence with those I
for FM wave incidence, the FK induced currents must be reduced by a Ifactor of 0. 0332 to 0. 0470 for the range of N considered. This changes
the picture considerably, since rather than there being currents on the
same order of magnitude excited by both waves, the EK excited currents I
are now a minimum of i0 to 20 db less than the ]_M excited currents for I
the sheathless case (when the larger of the EM currents are considered).
The linearization requires that the dynamic electron number density I
be a small fraction L of the static number density, and likewise for the
dynamic electron velocity in comparison with Vr, so that the plasma is I
not heated by the dynamic fields. These requirements for the incident I
waves can be stated
E --L _ (39b)
With L = i0, N= 0.7 and T = 104 o K,
V i < O. 178 volts (40a)
p --
i < 159 volts (40b)V E _
i = 1 and V i determined by (38) will
so that the results obtained with V F P
satisfy both the linearity requirement and equal power flow density criterion
discussed above. Since the scattering of waves from the cylinder may give
rise to local fields larger than those in the incident wave, (39) represents
an upper limit on V_ and V i.P
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V_, = 1 and V i = 0.0332 volts, and for the sheathless caseWith
___. P
only, the currents excited on the cylinder by the incident EM and EK waves
for 8 i = n/4 are shown together on figure 5. It can be seen that the z-
component of current induced by the EK wave is about 0. 003 that due to
the TM wave and 0.05 that due to the TE wave. The _ - component of the
EK current is about 0. 1 that of the TE wave and 100 times that caused by
the TM wave. Thus, apart from K (q_), the currents produced by the EK
m
wave are 0. 1 to 0. 003 the corresponding currents due to the EM wave.
When the attenuating effect of the vacuum sheath is considered, the F.K in-
duced currents are reduced by a further factor which may be as small as
10 -6, depending upon the angle of incidence and effective sheath thickness.
It can thus be observed that the EK wave is considerably less efficient than
the EM wave in producing surface currents on a plasma-immersed cylinder.
I. 4. Summary and Conclusions for Vacuum Sheath Analysis
The most significant finding of this investigation of the surface cur-
rents excited by EM and EK plane waves incident on a perfectly-conducting
cylinder separated from a moderately-warm, (T<_ 104 OK) uniform plasma
by a vacuum sheath of variable thickness is the large attenuation which may
be caused by the sheath of the surface currents excited on the cylinder by
the EK wave. The attenuating effect of the vacuum sheath on the surface
current was found to be approximately an exponential function of the sheath
thickness. The currents excited by the EM wave on the other hand were
found to be unaffected, for practical purposes, by the vacuum sheath or the
dynamic compressibility. These results lead to the following conclusions,
for a plasma with T<104 OK:
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Figure 5. The maximum values of the current magnitudes excited by the incident
EM and EK waves of equal power flow density (Vie = Vim = 1 V; Vi = 0.0332 V) as
a function of azimuthal angle _ for an angle of incidence ei = _/_.
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(i} The sheath and dynamic plasma compressibility can be neg-
lected when finding the currents excited on a plasma-immersed cylinder
by E M waves.
{2) The EK wave is screened from the cylinder by the vacuum
sheath, with the screening effect increasing with increasing sheath thick-
ness and decreasing angle of incidence, measured from the cylinder axis.
(3) The I_K wave is less efficient than the EM wave in exciting
surface currents even when the screening effect of the sheath is not taken
into account, by a factor of i0 to 500. It thus appears that the detection of
the I_K wave in a background of I_M radiation by measuring the surface
currents would be difficult to accomplish.
In addition, when we compare the results of this study for the
scattering of EM waves from a plasma-immersed perfectly conducting
cylinder with those of Parker et. al. {1964) for the scattering of EM
waves from a plasma cylinder, an interesting observation can be made.
For Parker's problem, both the dynamic plasma compressibility and
sheath effects are required to account for the scattering properties of the
plasma cylinder, whereas these effects have been shown here to negligibly
affect the scattering of I_M waves from the plasma-immersed cylinder.
This implies that the treatment of EM wave scattering from obstacles in
contact with plasmas requires accounting for sheath and dynamic plasma
compressibility only if the geometry is such that standing EK waves may
be excited in the plasma by the EIV[wave. We might similarly infer from
the present results that the effect of the EK wave on the impedance charac-
teristics of the plasma-immersed antenna would also be small, in contrast
to the results of Cohen {1962) for a filamentary current source. Wait {1968a)
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and Seshadri (1965b) have reached this conclusion for an infinitely long
cylindrical antenna large in diameter compared with the I_I< wavelength.
Part II of this report, the vacuum sheath will be replaced by
the actual inhomogeneous sheath, so that coupling due to both the boundary
conditions and sheath inhomogeneity may be studied. The results pre-
sented here will be shown to be substantially in agreement with those
obtained using the more physically realistic inhomogeneous sheath.
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II The Inhomogeneous Sheath
II. 1 Introduction
In Part I of this report an investigation of the surface currents
excited on an infinitely long, circular, plasma-immersed metal cylinder
by electromagnetic (EM) and electrokinetic (EK) plane waves was described.
The cylinder was assumed to be drawing no net current from the plasma,
and the sheath surrounding it was replaced by a concentric free-space layer
called the vacuum sheath. Some numerical results for the surface currents
excited by both the EM and EK waves were presented.
The present section extends the analysis of I to take into account the
actual inhomogeneous sheath which forms about the cylinder. The repre-
sentation of the inhomogeneous sheath region with a spatially varying static
electron number density and static electric field is obviously a more physi-
cally realistic approach than the vacuum sheath model of I. In particular, the
inhomogeneous sheath treatment takes into account the coupling of the EK and
EM fields due to both sheath inhomogeneity, and the boundary coupling, while
the simpler approach used in I accounts only for the latter coupling mechan-
ism. In addition, a comparison of results obtained from the inhomogeneous
sheath analysis with those from the vacuum sheath analysis of I can establish
the credibility of the vacuum sheath treatment. When equations which ap-
peared in Part I are referred to, they will be preceded by I.
II. 2. Formulation
The formulation of I follows here also, through (I-4), i.e., the
generation of a macroscopic continuity equation and equation of motion
for the electrons from velocity moments of the Boltzmann equation, together
with Maxwell's equations and an equation of state relating the scalar electron
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pressure to the electron number density. Also, since we take the inhomo-
geneous sheath to extend out only a finite distance into the plasma from the
surface of the cylinder, the uniform plasma outside the sheath is described
by the same linearized equations used in I, i.e., (i-6) to (I-I0). There
are, however, static components of electric field and electron velocity
in the inhomogeneous sheath which are zero in the uniform plasma, so
that the set of linearized variables required for the linearization of (I-l)
to (I - 4) for the inhomogeneous sheath, is now given by
n = n o + nI (la}
= + E 1 (ib)E E °
.-> -> -_
v = v ° + v 1 (lc)
-4,. --_
H = H 1 (ld)
where the subscripts o and 1 denote static and dynamic quantities respectively.
Upon using (i) in (I-l) to (I-4), with a harmonic time dependence e it°t, we
obtain
ienz + V'(nov1+nlVo) = 0
no [i_rl+(_rl" * -_ _- ÷ eV)Vo+(Vo'V)_]+ n_(vo'V)Vo-
m
VxH1
-4"- .4,-
VxEI = -i6D_o H1
V.E1 = _ __e nl
Eo
= i0oeoE1-enovl-enlvo
[noE l+nlE o ]-_rVnl
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
e and _ are the permittivity and permeability respectively of free space,
O O
and -e and m are the electron charge and mass.
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Equations (2) to (6) differ from the corresponding equations of I,
-9-
-9-
(I-6) to (I-10), due to the terms in E ° and v° which constitute a coupling
mechanism between the EM and EK waves in the inhomogeneous sheath.
These terms arise from the interaction of the warm plasma with the
cylinder. When the cylinder draws zero net current from the plasma,
i.e. its potential is floating and determined by the plasma alone, it ac-
quires a negative charge sinee the root-mean-square electron velocity is
greater than that of the ions. The potential which results from the negative
charge is just sufficient to balance the flow of electrons and ions to the
cylinder, so the total net current is zero. Obviously then, there exists
both a static potential and electron velocity near the cylinder as well as
a gradient in static electron density. This non-uniform region is called a
sheath, or as we refer to it here, the inhomogeneous sheath to distinguish
it from the vacuum sheath of I. The sheath regions tends to shield the
cylinder from the rest of the plasma, and to support the entire potential
drop from the uniform plasma to the cylinder. For practical purposes,
charge neutrality in the plasma is restored in a distance of i0 to 20 elec-
tron Debye lengths (D_) from the cylinder (Self, 1963; Parker, 1963;
Laframbois, 1964).
The usual procedure followed is to neglect the terms containing
v ° in (2) to (6) (for example, Parker et al., 1964, for a similar problem,
Bernstein and Rabinowitz, 1959, for a static problem). It is not obvious
that v° may be neglected, however. Indeed, one would expect that under
certain circumstances, it may constitute a more important coupling mech-
anism between EM and EK fields in the sheath than the static electric
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field, as for example, when the cylinder is biased positive with respect
to its floating potential. It is shown however in Appendix B that for the
situation of interest here, where the cylinder draws no net current from
the plasma, terms in v contribute negligibly on the average over the
O
sheath to (2) to (6) in comparison with other terms arising from the sheath
+
inhomogeneity. We thus set v = 0 in the following development.
O
Since the discussion of the appendix as well as our subsequent
consideration of wave propagation in the inhomogeneous sheath require a
knowledge of the static sheath characteristics, we briefly here consider
the properties of the static inhomogeneous sheath.
If. 2. 1 The Static Sheath
The basic information which is required to describe the static
sheath is its static potential as a function of position. Since the problem
under consideration has axial and azimuthal symmetry, this means that
we desire the variation of the static potential with the radius variable p
in a cylindrical coordinate system. The electron and ion number densities
and fluxes (or static velocities) are obtained from this potential and appro-
priate integrations of their respective velocity distribution functions. The
problem of course is to find the potential.
One method to obtain the potential is to use the Boltzmann equa-
tions for the ions and electrons, together with Poisson's equation. The
Boltzmann equations are manipulated to obtain expressions for the electron
and ion number densities in terms of the potential and their velocity dis-
tribution functions, which when used with Poisson's equation lead to an
integro-differential equation for the potential. This equation is solved
subject to boundary conditions on the ion and electron motion at the boundary
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(generally complete absorption of both is assumed). The analysis used
depends very strongly on the application and the justification for making
certain assumptions, e.g., neglect of collisions and the form of the
velocity distribution functions. Thus the approach used in the interior
problem, where the plasma is confined to some container, and the ex-
terior problem, where a body is surrounded by plasma, may be quite
different. Our purpose here is not to discuss at length any of the analysis
involved, but to briefly touch on the more pertinent aspects of some treat-
ments currently in the literature.
An examination of theoretical results for the sheath potential
given by Bernstein and Rabinowitz (1959), and Laframbois (1964) for the
spherical and cylindrical probes, that of Self (1963) for the planar geo-
metry and Parker (1963) for the interior problem in a cylindrical geometry
show that the sheath potential ¢ as a function of coordinate p in the sheath
0
may be approximately represented by
{0 (p)= _c
where _ is the wall potential,
C
_-c_ M (7a)
s the coordinate of the sheath-uniform
plasma interface (or simply plasma interface) and c is the coordinate of
the bounding surface. In the cylindrical coordinate system ( p, _, z) which
we use here, s and c are the radii of the plasma interface and cylinder
respectively, with the cylinder axis coincident with the z-axis of the co-
ordinate system. M is an adjustable parameter, and is about 4 for the
results quoted. We note that even in the exterior problem where the plasma
is of infinite extent, the potential drop and hence the inhomogeneous sheath,
is confined for practical purposes to a region on the order of a few D_ thick,
so that while (7a) is an approximation, it is a reasonable and convenient
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form from which to obtain ¢ . Some experimental investigations of the
O
sheath by Gabor et. al. (1955), Gierke et. al. (1961) and Harp and Kino
(1963) also. tend to confirm the validity of (7a), but with M nearer to a
value of 2. It should be observed that the most appropriate value of M
is dependent upon the sheath thickness, s-c.
The cylinder potential ¢ will be calculated from
C'
¢-C kT in_-__]e (Tb)
with Boltzmann's constant denoted by k and where m. is the ion mass,i
which is given in atomic mass units in the following. This form is due
to Self (1963) for the planar geometry. An expression due to Chen et.
al. (1961), derived for a planar geometry, but with assumptions very
different from those used by Self yields nearly identical numerical results_
Unfortunately, no similar closed form has been found in the literature for
the wall potential in the cylindrical geometry. However, values of ¢
C
obtained from (Tb) and some graphical results given by Laframbois (1964)
for a cylindrical probe 20 DI lengths in diameter, are in agreement to
within i0 percent where baframbois' graphs may be accurately read.
In addition, Pai_ker (1963) obtained some numerical values for the wall
potential of a cylindrical envelope enclosing a plasma which agree with
(Tb) to within i0 percent for envelopes more than a few m_ in diameter.
The evidence indicates that the wall potential is almost independent of
geometry so long as the dimensions of the probe or envelope sufficiently
exceed DL , the situation in which we shall be interested, thus justifying
the use of (7b). We will treat ¢ as an adjustable parameter through
C
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varying mi, so that the effect of a reasonable variation in its magnitude
can be observed.
Once the form of the potential is known, it is an easy matter to
find the static electron number density in the sheath by application of the
Boltzmann equation, which yields, with T the electron temperature,
[e_ o(p ) ]n o (p) = nco exp kT (8)
This form for the electron number density is known as the Boltzmann
distribution. It neglects the flow of electrons to the cylinder due to the
.->
static velocity Vo, which as discussed in appendix B, causes n (p) toO
differ from that obtained using (8) by less than 5 percent over the outer
80 percent of the sheath. There is a maximum descrepancy in (8) due to
neglect of v° of a factor of 2 at the cylinder surface. This relatively
small difference between the more exact experession for no(P ), given by
(B3) and (8), in view of the fact that no(P ) varies by two to three orders
of magnitude over the sheath, justifies, we feel, the use of (8), which has
the additional advantage over (B3) of being more convenient to use in the
numerical calculations.
The other static sheath quantity required for (2) to (6) in
addition to n and _ is the electric field F which we obtain from
O O' O
.+
Eo(P) = -v Oo(p) (9)
F (p) of course,
O
has a radial component only.
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II. 2.2 The Dynamic Sheath
-).
Upon dropping terms in v ° from (2) to (6), an equation for ]_i can
be obtained as
-)- ]. --)- -4-
with 4/_2 2
_r = i - = 1 - N
e = Er_ o
e 2
- vr nl
-_ e -_
Lo = ----_ E0
mv r
If we let
-_ V¢
!D _-- --
E
and successively take the curl and divergence of (i0),
to (6) there is obtained
2 E_)+ + + + +(V +K HI + PxVxHI = VQIx(_+P)
then upon using (4)
(ll)
2 2
(v_p)% - P.(v%+_%) + v'(Lo%) -- P.v_ (12)
9-
The use of Q1 in place of n I is convenient since H I
same dimensions, amperes/unit length.
and QI then have the
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Equations (11) and (12) are useful in illustrating the coupling of
the magnetic field H1, with the dynamic electron pressure variation to
which Q1 is proportional, which are associated with independently prop-
-9-
agating waves in a uniform plasma. The coupling terms contain P or
Lo, both of which are determined by the static sheath potential ¢ o"
When ¢o is zero (i. e., ¢ c = 0) then (11) and (12) reduce to (1-13) and
(1-14) of I, the equations for the homogeneous plasma.
Since a solution for the dynamic fields in the sheath must be ob-
tained by numerical methods, as (11) and (12) do not admit of closed form
solution as they now stand, we use instead the first order differential
equations corresponding to (11) and (12), which are more convenient to
deal with in a numerical analysis. We first separate the radial, angular
and z-dependence of the field quantities in the form
n_Do
E 1 = e e c_ E n (_) (13)
n=.._0
n=_o
÷ = eiSZ Z -in_ Vn(OO_ e _ (p) (141
n=.._o
n=mo
+ i_z _. -In, A n(gz )Hl = e e _ H (p) (15)
n--co
n_
QI ei_Z _, -in_= e Qn (P) (16)
n=..vo
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is summed over the coordinates p, cp and z, to obtain the following
set of first-order differential equations
Hn + iSH - Lo Qn (17)
(_)' _(7) i (_) n (0)
H = im_ --- -i--H
n _:n p Hn
n - i_3 Qn (_8)
()'z
Hn
(p)'
En
(_)'
En
(_) (0) n
- -i00E En + i_ Hn - i "_ Qn
i E(p)+ ± _ (_)
= -Zn _
l (_) _(_)
=-_, -i_
( i6D
- i_ En z) +-- Qn
%Vr m
(z)
- i_o Hn
(19)
(20)
(21)
I
_(z) _ _i(p) (_)
= + lu)Bo Hn
(p) .
H is given by
n
H(p) : n E(nz) +--8 -(q_)
n a_ao P _o En
(22)
while
-_ i + +
Vn - [-VxH n + ia_ o En]
en
o
The prime indicates differentiation with respect to D • Note that no
derivatives of V (_) of H (p)
n n appear in these equations.
The dynamic sheath behavior is thus specified by a system of
six first-order ordinary differential equations. It is evident that if terms
.+
in v ° had been retained, then the system would be of eighth-order, since
(q), z) would also be required, as shown by (3)
radial derivatives of V n
Our problem of finding the surface currents on the cylinder now involves
solving (17) to (22) subject to certain boundary conditions at the plasma
46
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interface and the cylinder surface, for incident plane E]VI or t_.K waves.
Since the _:NI wave of arbitrary polarization may be decomposed into the
transverse magnetic (H z = 0) or TN[ wave, and the transverse electric
(E z = 0) or TE wave, there are essentially three polarizations of incident
wave which concern us.
The boundary conditions on the electric and magnetic fields are the
ordinary ones from EM theory and are: continuity of the tangential electric
and magnetic field components at the plasma interface, and vanishing of the
tangential electric fields at the cylinder surface. This produces six scalar
boundary condition equations. Since there are three types of scattered
field in the uniform plasma in addition to the sixth order system of differ-
ential equations which give the fields in the inhomogeneous sheath, a total
of nine scalar boundary conditions are required. Two of the remaining
boundary conditions follow from acoustics (Kritz and Mintzer, 1960 and Cohen,
1962) and are continuity of the normal dynamic electron velocity and dynamic
electron pressure at the plasma interface. (Note that continuity of the tan-
gential electric and magnetic fields and the dynamic electron pressure at
the plasma interface leads also to continuity of the tangential dynamic
electron velocity there. )
The one remaining boundary condition again involves a relationship
between the normal dynamic electron velocity and dynamic electron pres-
sure as in I, but now at the cylinder surface rather than at the plasma
interface. We choose again to use
A ÷
P " vl = YB nl (23)
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where YI=l is the surface admittance introduced by Cohen (1962). As in
I, we let YB = 0 or co, corresponding to a perfectly reflecting Chard)
boundary and a perfectly absorbing (soft) boundary respectively. It was
pointed out in I that the soft boundary was of no interest as far as the
coupling between the FM and EK waves was concerned, since the coupling
in the absence of plasma inhomogeneity is then zero. In the present case
however, the }_K wave will excite surface currents when the soft boundary
condition is used due to the inhomogeneity coupling in the sheath. Thus
the currents excited by the FK wave due to the boundary coupling and the
inhomogeneity coupling acting together are obtained from using the hard
boundary condition and that of the inhomogeneity coupling alone is obtained
from the soft boundary condition, so that we can obtain an idea of the rela-
rive importance of each coupling mechanism. The boundary conditions can
be stated at p= s:
p x El) plasma -(FI) sheat = 0 (23a)
A [_(÷ ÷ hip x HI) plasma -(HI) sheat =0 (23b)
p x 1 ) plasma -(Vl) shear --0 (23c)
(QI) plasma -(QI ) sheath =0 (23d)
and at p =c:
p x (E 1) sheath = 0 (24a)
.-).
^ = 0 or (QI) =0 (24b)P ° (Vl) sheath sheath
We again represent the incident waves and the fields in the uniform
plasma (p > s) scattered from the plasma interface, by a potential given
in terms of a Fourier series of Bessel or Hankel functions, as in I,
48
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and use the subscripts p, e, and m to denote quantities associated with the
EK, TE and TM waves respectively. These boundary conditions may then
be reduced to, at the plasma interface,
|
' (_) ,,_(_)(×p,) sp (2_ )Qn(')H (×P')"Qs( )n
+ I _ z)(,) _ , .. _
-_ _)(>'_") _(_)(,,)- Se +_---_%1 (2_)
_- "KE s= (2_)
with S = _ __2_e in V i
p _s p
S - -2 _oe l'n V i
e _ s H(2)n (hE s) e
2 _0e .n V i
- 1
Sm- _ s H(2)n ' (XE s) m
and at the cylinder surface
t_'l(o) - o (26a)
E(_z)(,_)-. o (26b)
where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the radial variable,
after which the argument is set equal to the value indicated. The z-separation
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variable is given by
= K cos 8i
where K = Kp for the incident EK wave, K_ = K E for the incident TE or
TM wave and @i is the angle of incidence measured from the positive z-axis.
The front of the cylinder as viewed by the incident wave is defined byq_ = 0.
Further,
2 __2E = K E
: 2 _B2p JKp
and as in I, the EM fields produced by the EK wave may be evanescent. It
will be assumed in using these equations, that there is only one wave type
incident at a time, so that two of the three V i are zero, while the V i of
the incident wave is taken to be unity.
The problem of finding the surface currents on the cylinder is now
one of solving (17) to (22) subject to the boundary conditions (25) and (26).
The surface currents are then obtained from
rl:=m
(_) (e) " e HK_(z) . H (o) (27a)
n_ (z)-insK (q)) = -H (z) (e) = - e H n (c) (27b)
m i
where the dash subscript on K denotes the incident wave as TE, TM or EK,
respectively. We can show from the relationship between cylindrical func-
tions of positive and negative order n, and from the boundary conditions(25),
that for TM and EI< wave incidence, QI' E_ p)' _(z) and H? ))r_.l ' are even
_ (Z)
functions of q_ while E._q_), H_ p ), and 1-I1 are odd functions of q). For
TF. wave incidence, the converse is true.
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As a result, it follows that
n_
n_O
( )n cos _
nm_@
(z) (_) (_) ZKe , Km , Kp C_ ( )n sin n@
n=l
The problem of numerically solving a system of differential equa-
tions when the boundary conditions are applied at two boundaries is treated
in detail by others (Fox, 1957; Collatz, 1960) and will not be discussed at
length here. Parker et. al. (1964) also discussed this problem, in connec-
tion with the scattering of EM waves from a plasma column. The essential
point is that in order to begin the numerical integration of (17) to (22), the
starting values of the fields in these equations are required at one boundary.
This information is contained in the boundary condition equations at both
boundaries, one set of which cannot be utilized until the integration has
been carried out from one boundary to the other. The difficulty is sur-
mounted by successively setting equal to unity one of the unknown fields
at the starting boundary, with the rest of the unknown fields at that boundary
being set equal to zero, and performing the integration across the sheath.
This procedure is repeated as many times as there are unknown starting
values at the boundary where the integration is begun. A linear combina-
tion of these solutions is required to satisfy the boundary conditions at the
second boundary, from which the coefficients of the linear combination are
obtained, which are also the desired starting values. The procedure followed
was to begin the integration at the cylinder surface, using a Taylor
series expansion to obtain the first point in the solution. Then a Runge-
Kutta technique was used for the next four points in order to set up the
values for the Milne predictor-corrector routine, which was used for
the remainder of the integration. The number of integration points used
was 25 with an accuracy on the order of 3 significant places being obtained
for the total surface current.
II. 3. Numerical Results
It may be observed that (17) to (22) assume a particularly simple
form for normal incidence, i.e., /3 = 0. In that case, the TE and EK
waves decouple from the TM wave, a situation previously mentioned in
I. Because of the time-consuming nature of the numerical computations
required for the solution of (17) to (22), the numerical results presented
here are restricted to the case of normal incidence only. While this has
the effect of reducing by a factor of about two the computer time required
to find the surface currents for EK wave incidence, the computations are still
20 times as lengthly as those for the vacuum sheath model of I. Consequently,
the range of parameter variations which could be investigated was much
more limited for the inhomogeneous sheath analysis. A further factor
contributing to limiting the amount of parameter variation is the fact that
there are additional parameters appearing in the inhomogeneous sheath
analysis, such as M and ¢ in (7) for the static potential, as well as the
C
additional value for YB = co (i. e., the soft boundary).
The calculations for the inhomogeneous sheath were performed for
normally incident plane TE and F,K waves of unit potential amplitude for
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the following parameter values:
Incident wave frequency
Electron temperature
Ratio of plasma frequency
to incident wave frequency
Angle of incidence
Cylinder radius
Sheath thickne ss
Cylinder potential
Exponent of potential
variation
: f = IGc/s
: T = 104 OK
:N=0.7
0 i: =_/2
: c = 0. 2cm
: X = s-c = 5,
: ¢c -3.06,
200 atomic mass units)
20 electron Debye lengths
-5.34 volts (m. = i,
1
:M=2, 4, i0
In most cases, the calculations were performed for both the hard and
soft boundaries. The current magnitudes in amperes/cm are presented
graphically for q) = 0 ° to q) =180 ° only, since they are symmetric about
these two points. The current phase is not shown; rapid phase changes
were found to be associated with minima in the current magnitudes.
If. 3. 1 Incident EK Wave
The magnitude of the (p -component of current for the incident EK
wave, K (q)), is shown in figure 6 for the hard and soft boundaries, with
P
M = 2 and _ = -5.34 V (m. = 200). The sheath thickness X measured in
C 1
units of electron Debye length, is 20. We observe that the fluctuations
of current magnitude with azimuthal angle ¢p are quite similar for both
curves, but that the current obtained when the hard boundary condition is
used is 5 to i0 times larger than that for the soft boundary. This result is
quite significant in that the boundary appears to be more effective in pro-
ducing a surface current than does the sheath inhomogeneity. This observation
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i0_3
f = I Gc/s
T= 104 °K
N=0.7
c = 0.2cm
X=20
HARD BOUNDARY
SOFT BOUNDARY
I I I I
45 90 135 180
+_(j_ (degrees)
Figure 6. The magnitude ofK_W)t_ as a function of azimuthal angle _ for normal
EKwave incidence, with M = 2, ¢c = - 5.34V and X = 20.
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is based on the fact that when the soft boundary condition is used, there
is no boundary coupling between the EK and I_M fields, so that any sur-
face currents produced by the EK wave then come as a result of the sheath
inhomogeneity alone.
In order to compare the results of the inhomogeneous and vacuum
sheath analyses, figure 7 presents the magnitude of K (q_) from the vacuum
P
sheath results for normal FK wave incidence and the hard boundary con-
dition, for several values of the vacuum sheath thickness X. We see that
the X = 2 and X = 5 curves of figure 7 bracket the curve for the hard bound-
ary of figure 6. In addition, the X = 20 curve of figure 7 bears a close
resemblance to the soft boundary condition curve of figure 6. We also note
that the current for the sheathless case of figure 7 is roughly 2 times that
for the hard boundary and 20 times that of the soft boundary of figure 6. It
might be inferred from these results that we can substitute a vacuum sheath
with a surface admittance YB = 0 for the actual inhomogeneous sheath, and
by the proper choice of vacuum sheath thickness, obtain surface currents
excited by the ]_K wave which are in good quantitative agreement with those
resulting from the inhomogeneous sheath.
In figure 8 are presented curves similar to those of figure 6, for
the same parameter values except M which has been changed to a value
of 4. We see that the fluctuation of the current magnitude with azimuthal
angle cpis more pronounced in figure 8 than in figure 6. In addition, the
current magnitude for the soft boundary of figure 8 has been increased by
about 2 times over that of figure 6, while there is little change in the cur-
rent mangitude for the hard boundary condition. This increase in the current
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f=l Gc/s
T = 10 4 °K
N=0.7
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Figure 7. The magnitude of r_K_) as a function of azimuthal angle for the
vacuum sheath model and normal EKwave incidence 3 with sheath thickness X a
parameter.
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f = I Gc/s
T = 104 °K
N=0.7
c = 0.2 cm
X=20
SOFT BOUNDARY
10-6 I I I I
45 90 135 180
-+__ (degrees)
Figure 8. The magnitude of t_w) as a function of azimuthal angle _ for normal
EK wave incidence, with M = 4, ¢c = - 5.34 V and X = 20.
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magnitude for the soft boundary condition evidently arises from the
greater degree of inhomogeneity in the sheath near the cylinder surface
when M = 4. We may observe that the curves of figure 8 more closely
resemble those for the vacuum sheath in figure 7 than do the curves of
figure 6, in the fluctuation of the current magnitude as a function of
azimuthal angle.
Figure 9 presents the current magnitude for the hard boundary
condition only and the same parameter values as figure 8, but with ¢
c
= -3.06 V (m i = i), and with M = 2 and M = 4. A comparison with the
corresponding hard boundary condition curves of figures 6 and 8 shows
that the inhom0geneous sheath current magnitudes are larger for the
smaller value of ¢ and in addition, bear a closer resemblance to the
c
sheathless case current of figure 7. This seems reasonable, since the
sheath inhomogeneity is proportional to the cylinder potential. The curves
of figure 9 also show that the inhomogeneous sheath currents are closer
to the sheathless case current of figure 7 for the larger value of M, a
result which might be expected, since as M is made larger, the sheath
inhomogeneity is confined to a progressively thinner area near the cylinder.
This is further illustrated by figure i0 which shows the current magnitude
for the hard boundary condition and the same parameter values as figure 9,
but now with M-- i0. The current shown in figure i0 is very similar to that
for the sheathless case of figure 7.
The last graph of this series, figure ii, shows the current magnitudes
for both the hard and soft boundary conditions, and the same parameter val-
ues as figure 6, but now the sheath thickness X = 5 rather than 20. Both
curves are observed to exhibit greater fluctuation with changing azimuthal
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angle ¢p and increased magnitudes, compared with the corresponding curves
of figure 6. The current for the soft boundary condition shows the larger
increase in magnitude due to the decreased sheath thickness, so that now
the current magnitude for the hard boundary is only 2 to 4 times larger
than that for the soft boundary. Both curves are quite similar to the curves
for the vacuum sheath analysis of figure 7. It is also apparent that de-
creasing the sheath thickness has an effect similar to increasing the
power M, of the potential variation, for the hard boundary, as shown by
figures 10 and 11.
II. 3.2 Incident EM Wave
For normal plane wave incidence, it has been previously pointed out
that the TM polarization of the EM wave decouples from the TE polariza-
tion of the EM wave and the EK wave. Consequently, only the TE polar-
ization of the EM wave was considered in the numerical calculations for
the inhomogeneous sheath. It was found that the current results obtained
for TE. wave incidence from the inhomogeneous sheath analysis were the
same as those of the vacuum sheath analysis given in I, to three significant
places, so no numerical results are presented here for TF. wave incidence.
This outcome tends to strengthen the conclusion reached in I, that the dy-
namic plasma compressibility and sheath have a negligible effect on the
surface currents excited by the EM wave.
II. 3.3 Linearization Criterion
The maximum allowable potential amplitude V i of the incident plane
waves was discussed in I, in connection with the linearized analysis which
is used, and found to be given by
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V i < 0. 178 volts (I-40a)
p --
V i
e < 159 volts (I-40b)
It was remarked in I that (140) represent upper limits on V i and V i since
e p'
the field quantities may be expected to be larger than those in the incident
plane wave near a scattering obstacle.
We can establish the maximum values of V i and V i more accurately
e p
in the present calculations, since the modal dynamic quantities of interest
Qn' and Vn, are obtained as by-products of the numerical solution of (17)
to (22) as functions of the radial variable. The Fourier series then lead
to the physical quantities of interest, the dynamic electron number density
and dynamic electron velocity_ which were obtained as functions of the
radial variable p for 9 equally spaced values of azimuthal angle q_ from
q_ = 0 ° to q_ = 180 ° . The maximum values of these quantities were corn-
pared with the static electron number density and rms electron velocity to
obtain the maximum allowable value of V i and V i for the inhomogeneous
e p
sheath calculations with L = I0.
The values thus obtained for V i and V i were found to depend on the
e p
sheath parameters and whether the hard or soft boundary condition was
used at the cylinder surface. For the simplest situation, the sheathless
case ( _ = 0), and the hard boundary condition, (140) was found to be
C
about 2 times too high for both V i and V i . When the inhomogeneous case
e p.
was considered, V i obtained from (140) was found to be about 3 x 102 too
e
high for the hard boundary and 6 x l02 too high for the soft boundary.
The value of Vi obtained from (140) was correspondingly about 2 x 102 too
P
high for the the hard boundary and 2 x 103 too high for the soft boundary.
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Consequently, since the currents presented in this report for F.K wave
incidence are calculated with V i = i. 0, these current magnitudes must
P
be reduced by a factor of from 103 to 104 in order to ensure that the
linearization is valid. We may observe from this that even though the
fields in the uniform plasma may satisfy a desired linearity criterion,
the fields in the inhomogeneous sheath may not, especially for the soft
boundary condition. This possibility was pointed out by Tidman and Boyd
(1962) in connection with wave propagation across a density discontinuity
separating two uniform regions of plasma.
II. 4. Summary and Conclusions for Inhomogeneous Sheath Analysis
This investigation has been concerned with finding the surface cur-
rents excited by FK and FM plane waves normally incident on a perfectly
conducting cylinder at a floating potential in a moderately warm (T = 104 OK)
uniform plasma from which it is separated by an inhomogeneous sheath of
variable thickness. The numerical calculations have been performed
assuming the cylinder surface to be either perfectly reflecting or perfectly
absorbing in relation to the dynamic electron motion at the cylinder surface.
One significant aspect of this investigation is the finding that the contri-
bution of the boundary coupling to the surface current excited by the EK
wave is approximately i0 times larger than that of the inhomogeneity coup-
ling in the sheath, for a parabolic potential variation in a sheath 20 electron
Debye lengths thick. This finding is especially significant since it shows
that while the sheath inhomogeneity coupling leading to EK wave surface
currents may possibly be neglected in comparison with the contribution of
the hard boundary, it establishes an order of magnitude for the surface cur-
rent which one might expect, even if the hard boundary condition is not
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accepted as being physically realistic.
The results obtained here are further significant when compared
with the vacuum sheath results of I, in that both the hard and soft bound-
ary condition currents are in quite good quantitative agreement with the
currents of I ifthe vacuum sheath thickness is regarded as a parameter
in place of the cylinder surface admittance YB" It seems that it may thus
be reasonable to characterize the actual inhomogeneous sheath by a vacuum
sheath of appropriate thickness and zero surface admittance YB as was
done in I. When viewed in this light, we see that the vacuum sheath, while
admittedly not a physical model of the actual sheath, appears to be a good
mathematical approximation to the actual inhomogeneous sheath, at least
for normal wave incidence, as far as the surface currents are concerned.
The conclusions reached as a consequence of the finds presented in I
(which are: (i) the sheath and dynamic plasma compressibility can be
neglected when finding the currents excited on a plasma-immersed cylinder
by EM waves; (2) the sheath tends to screen the EK wave from the cylinder;
and (3) the FK wave is less efficient than the EM wave in exciting surface
currents on the cylinder) are thus not altered by the results presented here,
though it would be of value to carry out the inhomogeneous sheath calculations
for the case of oblique wave incidence, particularly for the EK wave, as a
further check on the credibility of the vacuum sheath model. Finally, it
should be emphasized that our discussion of the vacuum sheath and inhomo-
geneous sheath has been concerned with the surface currents produced by
the incident wave and that the equivalence of the two models does not hol_
for the fields in the sheath.
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Appendix A: Relation Between the Various Modal Coefficients
The solution of the boundary condition equations arising from
the vacuum sheath model for the Fourier coefficients of the scattered,
transmitted and reflected fields requires the inversion of the matrix
given by (I-24). The matrix was reduced to 3 x 3, with A S A R and
n-p' n-re'
A R appearing in it as the coefficients to be determined. The advantage
n-e
of using the coefficients of the reflected waves is that they are required
for calculating the surface currents and are related in a simple way to
the transmitted wave coefficients which are also needed for this purpose.
The remainder of the coefficients are expressed in terms of these
three as
T TR R
A = f A
n-e ee n-e (A .la)
TR R
AT = f A
n -m mm n-m (A. ib )
S SR AR Jn(XES)A = f _invi
n-e ee n-e e _2)_ES)Hn( (A.ic)
sR R nSR AR + f A - i V i
: free n-e mm
!
n-m m nn'(2)(hES)
(A.Id)
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Where
TR
f
ee
fTR
n
H_2thEoC)
H(nl)(XEo e)
_ :_of "?)(_o.)[_+,_4_<_.os)
fee \XE/ H(n2)(_Es) fee H_2) ()XEoS)
s_ m F H(2)(_E_)_f_RH(1)(_s) - H(2)(_
free = ' L feSeR n ee n Eo n
fmm = H HX_,,lo ..(2)_. ,
nn knESJ
The dash subscript represents the kind of incident wave, p, e or m
and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to argument.
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Appendix B: Properties of the Static Sheath
The properties of the static sheath such as electron number
density, potential, etc., have been investigated for a wide variety of
assumed conditions and various geometries by, for example, Tonks
and Langmuir (1929), Allen et. al. (1957), Bernstein and Rabinowitz
(1959), Self (1963), Parker (1963) and Laframbois (1964). Our intent
here is not to attempt an independent treatment of the sheath for the
cylindrical geometry. Instead we wish to incorporate a potential of the
form given by (II-7a) together with some results due to Bernstein and
Rabinowitz (1959) in order to establish the validity of dropping terms
in the static electron velocity from the dynamic equations and to show
the accuracy of the Boltzmann distribution for the static electron density
variation in the sheath, for the case of a cylinder at floating potential in
the plasma. An a priori assumption of the potential variation is reason-
able because results presented in some of the sources listed above in-
dicate the correctness of (II-7a). Once the potential is known, the other
quantities such as electron density are obtained in a straight-forward
manner. Figure ]31 shows the static potential as a function of radial
position in the sheath, calculated from (II-7a) for various values of the
parameter M.
Following Lam's (1964) development of the Bernstein and Rabinowitz
(1959) analysis for electrons in a spherical goemetry, we can find for the
cylindrical case,
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Static potential variation in sheath as a function of radial distance.
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where
¢o J1 _ _ J2
no(P) = 8An_ dEll d E dJlel- i Eli d E d J F
-e% o o _e¢c o
(BI)
exp (-2BE_ /m)exp(-2BEl/m)
Fl - --
=_-_-C12=p=(El+_®.o).j=1_/=
A = (BI_)SI2; B = m/(2kT)
EII and E l are the electron energy components associated with electron
motion parallel and perpendicular to the cylinder, and J is the electron
angular momentum. J1 and J2 are given by
J1 [ 2m(EI + e_o)11/2= p
J2 = [2m(E.I +eOcJI/2 p
The electron flux is
with
2A
no(,,Vo(,) - 2,__El fdElf dJF2
o "_c o
(B2)
F= -- exp(-IBE I /m)exp(.2BEl/m)/
After performing the integration over J and E II ' there is obtained
no(,)= r_ l_e (p) {I - _Nel(') ,[__zc'e-Y 'in-i [_ \y_Zo,J(y-Zc_li/" _d
oo
VO(P) = n_ c .l__T-£e_y_l_.o dy
no(P) P_ N m 4
Zc
where
Zc = -e@'c/(kT); Z° = -e%/(kT)
(B3)
(B4)
Ne(P ) = exp(-Zo)
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We note that the term outside the brackets in (B3) is the Boltzmann
distribution, and that the integral portion of (B3) accounts for the
modification of the Boltzmann distribution due to the electron flow to
the cylinder. Itmay be seen that the integral term has a maximum value
of 0.5 at the cylinder surface, so that the maximum correction to the
Boltzmann distribution is a reduction by 0.5. As the radius variable
increases to infinity, (B3) approaches the Boltzmann distribution. Num-
erical calculation performed using (B3) together with the sheath models
utilized to obtain the current results presented in this report, showed
that (B3) differed from the Boltzmann distribution by less than 5 per cent
over the outer 0.8 of the sheath. Consequently, the Boltzmann distribution
appears to adequately describe the static electron density variation in the
sheath around a cylinder at floating potential in a plasma. These results
are illustrated by figures B2 and B3 which show the static electron velocity
and density as a function of radial position in the sheath obtained from (B3)
and (B4). Also shown are curves of the electron density obtained from
the Boltzmann distribution (II-8).
Once we have obtained the static electron velocity and number den-
sity, we can determine whether the static velocity terms can be reasonably
dropped from (II-2)to (II-6). A straightforward way of determining the
relative importance of these terms is to compare them in magnitude with
the other terms in the equation which involve the same dynamic quantities.
This has the advantage that the dynamic parts of these terms may then be
factored out. Itis thus of interest to compare the ratios
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Figure B2. Static Electron density and velocity as a function of radial distance
in the sheath for $c = -3.06 volts and M = 2.
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Figure B3. Static electrc_ density and velocity as a function of radial distance
in the sheath for @c = 5.34 volts and M = 2.
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e +
(nlvo'V)Vo : m nl Eo
nlvo : no _I
which come from (II-2), (II-3), (II-3) and (II-6) respectively. Since we
do not have the dynamic solutions, we cannot exactly obtain the radial
derivatives of these quantities which appear above. (There are radial
derivatives alone because of the static quantities dependence only on p. )
A good approximation would appear to be
d
_-_-= iK
where K is the propagation constant of the incident wave. With this
assumption, the maximum of the ratios above can be expressed as
RI --(_1_oW+ IV'_ol)/_
R_ = (I_l_ol + IV'_ol)l<.
-,I,- -4-
= t(_'o.V)-,,oI
I(elm);,_l
R._ = Kl'_ol/<"
In obtaining R 4, the velocity associated with F.K wave has been used to
cancel the n 1 terms appearing in the numerator.
Since R 2 and R 1 are the same, and R 4 is less than R1, our task
is now to evaluate R 1 and R 3. It is of interest to observe that while R 3
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is independent of the frequency, R 1 contains the frequency and can ap-
parently become arbitrarily large as the frequency is decreased. This
is not the case however, since we are interested in the region where
_p< _ , so that as _ ÷ 0, _p also goes to zero, and the sheath thick-
ness increases proportionately (since the sheath thickness is proportional
to i/C_p). Consequently, since v ° is independent Of_p, V "v o decreases
at the same rate as_ decreases, so that these ratios are dependent not
on the frequency, but on the ratio of the plasma frequency to the incident
wave frequency.
In order to evaluate R 1 and R3, an expression is required for K,
and obviously, if we use K = Kp, the ratios will be a maximum. Figure B4
shows R 1 and R 3 for a cylinder potential of -3.04 V (m i = I), and with
M -- 2 and M = 4, as a function of radial position in the sheath. We see
that these ratios are less than 0. 1 over 85 percent of the sheath, with the
average value of the largest being 0. 058. Similar results are obtained for
m. = 200. The omission of terms in the static electron velocity from the
1
dynamic sheath equations, in view of these results would seem to be a very
reasonable approximation.
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Appendix C: Additional Related Graphs
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Figure C1. The magnitude of K (q_)as a function of azimuthal angle for the angle
of incidence ei = 9° and the s_eath thickness X in Debye lengths a parameter.
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ing the spike near ei = 90 °.
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Figure C17. The magnitude of the maximum current values excited by the EMwave
as a function of N.
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